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PRODUCTS OF INITIALLY m-COMPACT SPACES

BY

R. M. STEPHENSON, JR. AND J. E. VAUGHAN

ABSTRACT.   The main purpose of this paper is to give several theorems

and examples which we hope will be of use in the solution of the following prob-

lem. For an infinite cardinal number m, is initial m-compactness preserved by

products? We also give some results concerning properties of Stone-Cech com-

pactifications of discrete spaces.

1.  Introduction.   The cardinality of a set X will be denoted by |X|, and for

any cardinal number m, we will write exp(m) instead of 2m. The cofinality of a

cardinal number m will be denoted by cf (m). For a filter base î on a topologi-

cal space X, we denote the set of adherent points of ? by ad,.? or ad 3\ Thus,

adx3:=n{F|Fe3:}.
A space X is called initially m-compact (where m is an infinite cardinal

number) provided either of the following equivalent conditions holds:

(i) for every filter base ¡F on X, if |?| < m, then ad„ÍF 4 0; or

(ii) for every open cover Ö of X, if |ö| < m, then Ö has a finite subcover.

Initially    Nn-compact spaces are called initially compact or countably com-

pact.

For m = XQ, the question stated in the Abstract has a negative answer, for

it is well known that there exists a countably compact subspace G of /3N such

that G x G is not countably compact (see [GJ, 9.15]). If m is an infinite singular

cardinal, and if one assumes the Generalized Continuum Hypothesis, then it

follows from Theorem 1.1 below that the question has an affirmative answer.

Theorem 1.1 improves Theorem 4.11 of [SSI] and Theorem 3.1 of [S2].

Theorem 1.1.   Let {X \a e A] be a family of initially m-compact spaces,

where m is a singular cardinal such that exp (rt) < m for every cardinal rt < m.

Then X= JJjXja e A} is initially m-compact.

Proof.   It is easy to see that for an infinite singular cardinal m, a space is

initially m-compact if and only if it is initially n-compact for every infinite car-
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dinal n< m. Let ? be a filter base on X such that I?! <n. We will show that

ad 3" 4 0. For each Feï choose a point pp e F, and set Z = \pF\F e ?¡. The

filter base \Z O F|F e îl is contained in an ultrafilter ll on Z, and |U| <

exp(|Z|) < m. Then for each a e A, prflU (the projection of U onto Xa) is a

base for an ultrafilter on the initially m-compact space X , and |pr ll| < m, so

pr ll converges to a point of X . Thus ll converges to a point of X and hence

0¿ ad llCad?.

For an arbitrary infinite cardinal number m, several authors have succeeded

in showing that if a certain number of factor spaces satisfy various natural con-

ditions,, only mildly stronger than initial m-compactness, then the resulting

product space is initially m-compact. In §2 we will state several known results

of this type, and we will obtain a new one   (Theorem 2.2) concerning the

condition (l)m recently studied in [VI].   In §3  we consider examples of

spaces which show that for any infinite cardinal   m, (l)m is strictly stronger

than initial   m-compactness.   In  the   final section it is shown that for every

infinite cardinal   m  there exist an initially   m-compact space and at least a

weakly initially  m-compact space  (defined in §4)  whose product is not ini-

tially   m-compact.   These examples will all be subspaces of  ßX fot a dis-

crete space   X, and their properties will be derived from estimates   (obtained

in §3)  of the cardinalities of the adhérences of certain types of filter bases

on /SX.

2.   Initially m-compact product spaces.   In [N2] N. Noble studied properties

of S  , the family of   Tj-spaces in which every infinite subset has infinitely

many points in common with some compact subset. He proved that for every

X e S    and countably compact Tj-space   V, the product space X x Y is count-

ably compact. For completely regular Hausdorff spaces, this theorem was also

used by T. Isiwata [I]. In addition to this product theorem, the class S    admits

several other nice results (see (d) and (e) below).

Obviously S    contains all sequentially compact spaces as well as all com-

pact spaces. Furthermore, the class of noncompact or non sequentially compact

spaces in S    is quite large (e.g., see [F2], [F3], [I], [SSI]), so it is natural to

seek analogues of this concept for cardinals m >  K Q. One such analogue was

given in LSS1] where the authors defined a T.-space X to be strongly m-compact

(for an infinite cardinal number m) provided that for every filter base ? on X,

if |ÍF| < m, then there exists a compact subset K of X such that F D K 4 0 fot

all Feï. It was noted in [SSI] that for every strongly m-compact space X and

initially m-compact Tj-space  Y, XxY is initially m-compact. In 4.8—4.9 of

[SSI], examples due to Victor Saks were given in order to show that for every

regular cardinal m, there are initially m-compact completely regular Hausdorff
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spaces and topological groups that are not strongly m-compact.

Two other product theorems, both of which are special cases of results ap-

pearing in [G, pp. 379-380], are the following:  if X and V are initially in-

compact completely regular Hausdorff spaces, and if X is either locally compact

or is of character < m, then X x Y is initially m-compact.

Theorem 2.2 below simultaneously extends all of these theorems. First a

definition and a lemma are needed.

Definition [VI]. Let m be an infinite cardinal number. A space X is said to

satisfy condition (l)m provided that for every filter base 'S on X, if |?| < m,

then there exist a compact set K C X and a filter base § on X such that |§| <

m, and § is finer than both ? and the filter base of all open sets containing K.

Lemma 2.1.   (i)  Fora T.-space X, the following are equivalent: Xe E  ;

X is strongly HQ-compact; and X satisfies condition (Dr.«

(ii)  A locally compact initially m-compact T.-space is strongly m-compact.

(iii)  [VI] If a space X is either (a) strongly m-compact or (b) initially

m-compact and of character < m, then X satisfies condition (l)m.

(iv)  Any space satisfying (l)m is initially m-compact.

The proofs are straightforward.

Theorem 2.2.   Let X be a space satisfying condition (l)m, and suppose that

Y is an initially m-compact space.  Then X x Y is initially m-compacU

Proof.   Let ïbea filter base on X x Y such that \$\ < m. We wish to show

that 0 4 ad 3", so we may assume that 7 consists of closed sets.

By hypothesis there are a compact set  K C X and a filter base § on X such

that |§| < m, and § is finer than both ptyOf) and the filter base U of all open

subsets of X containing K. Then

K = {Fn (Gx Y)|Fe J and Ge §¡

is a filter base on X x Y with |H| < m, and since  Y is initially m-compact,

pry(H) has an adherent point y. Let il be the family of all open neighborhoods

of y. Then for all H e K and W e ffi, we have  H n (X x W) 4 0, so for all

Feî, G e §, and W e iß,

0 4 F O (G x Y) n(XxW)= F n(GxW).

Since g is finer than C, it follows that 0 4 F O (V x W) for all Veö and

W e ¡L. Because Ö x lb is a fundamental system of neighborhoods for the com-

pact set  K x {y!, we may conclude that no open set of the form (X x Y)\F can

contain  K x {y|, or, equivalently, 04 F O (K x {y\) for ail F e S. Thus 0 4

n ? n(Kx{y\) Cad 3.
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For products of possibly infinitely many spaces, the condition (l)m is also

useful as a means to obtain one theorem which covers quite a variety of cases of

interest. For instance, consider the following known theorems.

(a) [SS2, Theorem 5.5]. Every product of at most Kj sequentially compact

spaces is countably compact.

(b) [G, p. 379]. A product of no more than m completely regular Hausdorff

spaces, each initially m-compact and all but one locally compact, is initially

m-compact.

(c) [G, p. 380]. A product of no more than m completely regular Hausdorff

spaces, each initially m-compact and all but one of character < m, is initially

m-compact.

(d) [F3, p. 347]. // C C S  , where each member of €. is completely regular

and Hausdorff, and if |C| < KQ, then IlC e £*.

(e) [SSI, Theorem 2.4]. Every product of at most K, spaces in £     is

countably compact.

(f )  [N3, Theorem 4.4].  Every product of at most m    spaces, each of which

is initially m-compact and of character < m, is initially m-compact.

(a) and (d)—(f) can all be obtained from Theorem 2.3, and (b) and (c) can be

obtained from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3.

Theorem 2.3 [VI, Theorems 1.4 and 2.2]. Let X = IljXja e A] where each

X    satisfies condition (l)m for a fixed cardinal number m.

(i)   // |A| < m, then X satisfies (l)m.

(ii)  // |A| < m+, then X is initially m-compact.

It is natural to raise the question: Can the restrictions on the cardinality of

A in Theorem 2.3 be weakened?

For m = K0, this question cannot be answered on the basis of the usual

axioms of set theory. Examples due to Frolík [F2, p. 337] show that if |A| =

exp(K0), then the product space X need not satisfy property (1)R , and if |A| =

exp(exp(K0)), then X need not be initially K0-compact (these examples are dis-

cussed at the end of §3). It follows that if Kf. = exp(Kf_ j) for i - 1, 2, then the

restrictions on |A| cannot be weakened. On the other hand, S. H. Hechler [H]

has shown that Martin's Axiom implies that if |A| < exp(XQ)  then X satisfies

(1)R , and if A < exp(KQ) then X is initially KQ-compact. Thus, Martin's Axiom

plus the negation of the Continuum Hypothesis imply that the restrictions on |A|

can be weakened.
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For m > K., we do not know any answer to the above question except for

Theorem 1.1   and the following special case.

Theorem 2.4.   // {X \a e A\ is a family of spaces, each of which satisfies

condition (l)m, and if X = IllXja e A] is a normal T^-space, then X is initially

m-compact (regardless of the cardinality of the index set A).

Proof.   In [N3, Theorem 2.1] Noble proved that if a product space X =

n{Xja e A\ is a normal Tj-space and if |A| > KQ, then there exists a countable

set B C A such that  Y= IïjXja e A\B| is initially |A|-compact. Let Z =

n[Xj« e B\, and note that by Theorem 2.3 (i), Z satisfies (1)„. Thus if |A| >

m,  Y is initially m-compact and so X = Y x Z is initially m-compact by Theo-

rem 2.2. If |A| < m, then X is initially m-compact by Theorem 2.3.

A. H. Stone has asked if every product of sequentially compact spaces is

countably compact. A partial answer is provided by the next result.

Corollary 2.5 (P. Kenderov [K]). Let X be a normal T^-space which is a

product of sequentially compact spaces. Then X is countably compact.

Since a sequentially compact space satisfies (l)»n> Corollary 2.5 follows at

once from Theorem 2.4.

3.   Subs paces of ßX not satisfying (l)m. The well-known examples which

show that countable compactness is not productive are all based on subspaces of

/3N. Thus, one is naturally inclined to wonder if there exist a cardinal m > KQ

and a family ÍP of initially m-compact subspaces of ßX, fot a discrete space X,

such that n? is not initially m-compact. We have not been able to find such

subspaces, but we have found subspaces of ßX which are initially m-compact

and which do not satisfy (l)m. We will describe some of their properties in this

and the next section.

A property of /3N that has proved very useful in the construction of product

spaces which are not countably compact is the following:   if D is any countably

infinite discrete subspace of /SN, then D = ßD and hence |D| = exp(exp(NQ)).

This equality makes possible the construction of a large number of noncompact,

countably compact subspaces of ßS, since if one arbitrarily selects a subset C

of /3N suchthat |C| <exp(exp(Nn)), then the space P = ßü\d is countably

compact. In case C is chosen so that C C /9N\N and C contains a limit point

of each infinite subset of N, then it is easy to see that P i S    (and if C is

chosen so that |C| <exp(K0), then P e E* by Example 3.10 or by [F3]).

On the other hand, if D is an uncountable discrete subspace of ßX for an

infinite discrete space X, it is not necessarily true that |D| = exp(exp(|D|)). It

is known (e.g. see [NI], [V2], or [SSI, Remark 3.2]) that, under the assumption
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of the Continuum Hypothesis, there exists a discrete subspace D of ßX with

|D| = Nj and |D| = exp(Nj). Likewise, if C is a subset of ßX with \C] <

exp(exp(|X|)), the space ßX\C may not be initially |X|-compact. In fact, if C

consists of a single point x, and if x is a limit point of some countable subset

of ßX, then the space ßX\C is obviously not initially exp(lO-compact.

In any case, working with certain discrete subspaces D for which the equality

|D| = exp(exp(|D|)) holds, we obtain several results below which, combined with

a construction due to Saks [SSI], establish the existence of the desired subspaces.

First some definitions and conventions are made.

For the remainder of the paper,  X will be an infinite discrete space with

|X| = m. For  V C X, we will write  V    for the clopen set Cl^V, and for an arbi-

trary set W C ßX, we sometimes denote CL^W by W.

An infinite subset D of ;SX will be called strongly discrete if there exist

sets Vj C X, d e D, so that d e V¿, and for all d, e e D, d4 e implies that

V . O V   =0.
d e

Given D C /SX, we will denote by p.D the set of all points p e D such that

for every set E CD, pel implies  |E| = |D|. Thus

fiX=\p e ßX\iot every V C X, p e V* implies | V| = m|.

Lemma 3.1. Let D be a strongly discrete subset of ßX. Then the following

hold.

(i)  D = ßD.

(ii) |D| = \¡iD\ = exp(exp(|D|)), ß72a" fiD is compact.

(iii) // |D| = m then ¡iD C uX.

An argument like the one on p. 91 of [GJ] establishes (i), and (ii) follows

from (i) and p. 170 of [GJ]. Assertion (iii) is an immediate consequence of the

definition of strongly discrete.

We will say that a filter base J on a set is of type m (where m is an in-

finite cardinal number) provided that |?| < m and  |F| = m for every F e J.

Theorem 3.2.   Lei 'S be a filter base on X of type m.   Then there exists a

strongly discrete subset D of ßX with \D\ = m such that D C fiX and D Cad^íF.

In particular,  \pX n ad^Jl = exp(exp(m)).

Proof.   By Lemma 3«1, it suffices for us to establish the existence of a set

D with the above properties.

It follows from a theorem of W. Sierpinski [SI, p. 455] that there exists a

family o of pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that |S| = m, and \S n F| = m

for every See and F e j. Thus for each Sec,
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K(S) = \S n F n Y|F e S, Y C X, and |x\y| < mj

is a filter base and hence has an adherent point OÍS). Then, obviously, each

d(S) e S* n fX n ad S, so that set  D = [«KS)|S e Si has the desired properties.

Before stating the next theorem, we need a lemma.

Lemma 3.3.   Let Y be an initially m.compact space, and let S be a filter

base on Y such that \S\ < m.  Then the following hold.

(i)  For any open subset V of Y containing adyj, there exists F e 3 with

v:f.

(ii)  // adyj  is compact and Y is a subspace of a Hausdorff space H, then

adyj = ad„j.

Proof. Obviously (i) is true. In (ii), the compact set adyíF = Í1 {W| W is an

open subset of H containing adyJl. By (i), each such W contains a member of

J, so it follows that adHJ CadyJ. Thus ad^j = adyj.

Theorem 3.4.   Let P C ßX be initially m-compact, and let E be any discrete

subspace of P such that \E\ = m and Clo^F = ßE.  Suppose that S is a filter

base of type m on E such that adpJ   is compact.  Then \p.E O adpj| =

exp(exp(m)), and there is a strongly discrete subset D of ßE such that \D\ = m,

D C ¡iE, and Cl^D C adp 3\

Theorem 3.4 is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.3 and Theorem 3.2.

Using Theorem 3.4 and the next two lemmas, we will determine the cardinality

of the adhérences of certain filter bases of type m in subspaces of ßX that sa-

tisfy (l)m.

Lemma 3.5.   Let  Y be a Hausdorff space.   The following are equivalent.

(i)   Y satisfies condition (l)m.

(ii)  For every filter base S on Y, if \S\ < m then there exists a finer filter

base § on Y such that |§| < m and ady§ is nonempty and compact.

Notation. Given a family § of sets, [§] will denote the family of all finite

intersections of members of §.

Lemma 3.6.   Let S be a filter base on X of type m.  Then there exists a

filter base H of type m on X such that K is finer than S, and for every subset

V of X, if | V| < m then there is a set H e K with H n V = 0.

Proof.   Let {rjr e cf (m)| be a collection of regular cardinals such that

supirjf e cf (m)| = m. Then there exists a family of filter bases {S(t)\t e cf (m)j

on X such that
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(1) if V C X and | V| < V  then there is a set He ?(/) with H n V = 0; and

(2) each [? U (U«iF(s)|s < /!)] is of type m.

For suppose that a e cf (m) and filter bases ?(/), t e u, on X of type m

have already been defined so that (1) and (2) hold for all zea.  We wish to de-

fine j(a).

By (2), § = [ÎU (UiïWls e "!)] is a filter base of type m, so by the theo-

rem of Sierpinski, there is a family J of pairwise disjoint subsets of X such that

|ÍP| = Vu and |P D G\ = m for all P e 9 and Geg. Let [PJ72 e rj be a one-

one indexing of the members of f, and define

J(u) = {Gn QjiPjn > q\)\c e § and a e xj.

Then, clearly, (2) holds for all t < a. Furthermore, if V C X and |V| < V , it

follows from the regularity of the cardinal  V   that for some q e V ,   ITl

(U1P„I« > ?D = 0- Thus (1) holds for all t < u.
Set K = Lf U (Ul^WI' e cf (m)i)]. Then by (2), H is a filter base on X of

type m that is finer than 5. Furthermore, if V C X and |V| < m, with, say, |V| <

V , then it follows from (1) that there is a set H e S(t) C K such that H n V = 0.

Theorem 3.7.   Let P be a subspace of ßX which satisfies condition (l)m.

Let E be a discrete subspace of P such that \E\ = m a72a" Clo^E = ßE, and

suppose that ÍF is a filter base on E of type m.  Then \p.E n adp?! = exp(exp(m)).

Proof.   By Lemma 3.6 there is a filter base H on E of type m such that K

is finer than 3", and adogK C itE. Since  P satisfies (l)m, there must exist a

filter base § on E finer than K with adp§ compact and |§| < m. Then ad/jE§ C

adogH C ¡iE, so § must be of type m, and hence |adp§| = exp(exp(m)) by The-

orem 3.4. Since also adp§ CadpH C ¡iE n adp?, it follows that exp(exp(m)) =

|adpg| < |uE n adpïl.

In [SSI] a transfinite induction process due to Saks is used to establish the

next result.

Theorem 3.8 [SSI, Theorem 4.5].   Let S be an initially m-compact Hausdorff

space containing a subspace Y such that |V| = m a72a* | y| = exp(exp(m)).  Then

there is a set Y C B C S such that \B\ < exp(m) a72a" B is initially m-compact.

If S is a topological group, then B can also be taken to be a topological group.

In [SSI], Theorem 3.8 was used to show that for every regular cardinal m

there exists an initially m-compact topological group which is not strongly in-

compact. In the example below it is not required that m be regular.

Example 3.9.   Let S be the topological group \f\f: exp(m) —♦ {0, l}}, with

the product topology. Then there exists an initially m-compact subgroup B of S
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such that |B| < exp(m) and B does not satisfy condition (l)m.

Proof.   Since ßX is a subspace of S, we can take  Y = X and let B be as in

Theorem 3.8. Then B is an initially m-compact subgroup of S and |ß| <exp(m).

If B satisfied (l)m then so would its closed subset P = B Ci ßX, and hence

it would follow from Theorem 3.7 that the filter base S = [Xj had |adpÜF| =

exp(exp(m)), whereas  |P| < |B| <exp(m).

For at least m = NQ, there is a large family of subspaces of ßX to which

Theorem 3.7 can be applied.

Example 3.10.   Let G be a subset of /3N such that for any infinite subset

D of P = /3N\C, there is an infinite subset I of D with |C O Cl^r/| < exp(NQ).

Then the space  P belongs to S .

Proof.   It suffices to prove that if / is any countably infinite discrete sub-

space of P such that |C O CLj./| < exp(Nn), then for some infinite subset fA of

/, ClpM is compact.

Let Jlï be a family of infinite subsets of / such that |3H| = exp(Xn) and the

intersection of any two members of 31Î is finite (such a family exists by a result

of Sierpinski [GJ.6Q.1]). Then Cl/3N/= ßl, so the sets fA' = ClßfA\fA, M e JH,

are pairwise disjoint. Hence some  fA' D C = 0 and Clg.Al C P.

The useful examples of Frolik referred to earlier can now be easily de-

scribed. For each x e /3N\N let Px = j8N\{x| and note that P% e £*. Let

S= IIÍPjx e ßN\N| and T=RxF, where R = IliPjx e f\N1, and F is a

countably compact subspace of /3N such that N C F and |F| < exp(Nn). Then

the constant functions are infinite closed discrete subspaces of both S and T,

so S and T are not countably compact, and (e.g., by Theorem 2.2), R 4 ®  .

Thus, for m = HQ, if one assumes the GCH, then the restriction |A| < m

(|A| < m   ) is necessary in Theorem 2.3 (i) (2.3 (ii)).

4.   Products of initially m-compact subspaces of ßX.  In this section we

derive further properties of initially m-compact subspaces of ßX. Some of the

results will also hold for a larger family of spaces, the weakly initially m-com-

pact spaces.

In [SSI, Theorem 3-5] it was shown that for an infinite cardinal m, if (*) m

is regular and exp(rt) < m for every n< m, then there exist weakly initially in-

compact spaces X C AL C ßX, i = 1,2, such that fA. x AI, is not weakly initially

m-compact. We will show (Theorem 4.1) that the hypothesis (*) is not needed,

and that one can take one of the spaces AI. to be initially m-compact.

Definition.   A space  Y is said to be weakly initially m-compact (or almost

m-compact [Fl]), where m is an infinite cardinal number, provided that one of

the following equivalent conditions holds: if j  is an open filter base on   Y such

that \S\ < m then ad S 4 0; if Ö is an open cover of  Y such that |ö| < m, then
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there is a finite subfamily ffl of ö such that  Y = (U®)-«

Weak initial N0-compactness is the same as feeble compactness ([SS2],

[S3]) (and, for completely regular spaces, is the same as pseudo-compactness).

Obviously every initially m-compact space is weakly initially m-compact, and,

conversely, it is known that a pseudo-compact normal     7".-space is countably com-

pact [GJ].

Theorem 4.1. Let P be an initially m-compact subspace of ßX such that P

contains X and \P\ < exp(exp(m)). Then M = (ßx\iX) U (nX\P) is weakly ini-

tially m-compact, but P x M is not weakly initially m-compact.

Proof.   To see that M is weakly initially m-compact, consider any open

filter base g on M such that |g| < m. Since X is dense in M, ? = [G n X|Ge §}

is a filter base and |?| < m. If there exists Feï with |F| < m, then M contains

the compact set F  , and F    n G 4 0 for every G e g, so ad^g 40. If J is

of type m, then |ad !J| = exp(exp(m)) by Theorem 3.2, and hence 0 4 M O ad ? C

adMg-

Now we show that  P x M is not weakly initially m-compact.

By Lemma 3.6 there exists a filter base H on X such that |H| < m and

ad K C uX. For each H e H let FH = {(x, x)|x e H\. Then Ï = {FH\H e Hi is

an open filter base on P x M and |ÍF| < m, but adp^íF = 0, because any adher-

ent point of ? would have to be of the form (p, p) fot some p e ¡iX, and we have

constructed M so that P n M D fiX = 0.

The proof above suggests a technique which one might try to apply to ßX to

produce a not initially m-compact product of initially m-compact spaces. Recall

[IIV, p. 526] that if ÍP is any closed-hereditary and productive topological prop-

erty, and if S is any Hausdorff iP-space, then for every family ÎH of iP-subspaces

of S, Ii 3n is also a ir-subspace of S. In particular, for any subset  Y of S, there

is a smallest iP-subspace of S containing  Y. Thus, for j = initially m-compact,

if one wishes to establish the existence of a family of ÍP-spaces whose product is

not a iP-space, it suffices to prove that there does not exist a smallest ÍP-sub-

space of ßX containing X.

If the cardinal m is singular and if exp (n) < m for every n < m, then for

Hausdorff spaces, the property J = initially m-compact is productive (by Theo-

rem 1.1) and closed-hereditary, and so ßX has a smallest iP-subspace P con-

taining X. The construction below provides an explicit description of P.

Example 4.2.   Let the cardinal m be singular and suppose that exp(n) < m

for all n < m. Let S be an initially m-compact Hausdorff space and V a subset

of S such that | V| < exp(m). Set PQ = Y, and for í e m+ with i > 0, define

P.= \J{Z: \Z\ <m and ZQ\J\Pn\ne i\\.     .
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Then the space P = \}{P \n e m   ¡is the smallest initially m-compact subspace

of S that contains  Y, and |P| < exp(m).

Proof.   For a singular cardinal m, a space is initially m-compact if it is ini-

tially ri-compact for every rt < m. To show that P is initially n-compact, where

rt < m, it suffices to note that for every subset Z of P, if |Z| < n, then, by the

regularity of the cardinal m  , Z C P. for some i and hence ClpZ is initially

m-compact.

Suppose next that M is an initially m-compact subspace of S containing Y.

We wish to show that PCM.

Let i e m    and suppose that Pn C Al for every « e i. Consider any point

p e P\\J{Pn\n e i\. There exists a subset Z of U<P„I« 6 i\ with |Z| < m

and p e Cl^Z. Since Z C M and exp(|Z|) < m, there is a filter base 3" on M

such that \S\ < m and ad^j" = {p\. Thus p e fA and P. C Al.

To establish the inequality |P| < exp(m), let i e m    and suppose that

|P | < exp(m) for every n e i. Let A = UlF \n e i\ and note that |A| < m • exp(m)

= exp(m).  Then ||Z|Z C A  and  |Z| < m|| < (exp(m))m= exp(m), and for

any Z with |Z| < m,  |Z| < exp(exp(|Z|)) <exp(m), so |P2.| <exp(m) • exp(m) =

exp(m). Thus  |P| = |Utpfl2' e m+l| <exp(m) . m+ = exp(m).

Remark 4.3.   If the space S is also a topological group, then one can modify

the space P by talcing each P. to be the group generated by UîZ: |Z| < m and

Z C UlP \n e i|(. Then the resulting space P is the smallest initially in-

compact subgroup of S that contains  Y, and |P| < exp(m).

In [SSl], as well as in the examples above, the authors have constructed a

number of initially m-compact spaces and have noted that each one has cardinality

less than or equal to exp(m). We will conclude the paper by proving that most of

these spaces are of cardinality exactly exp(m) (for m = K0, this result is due to

Frolík [F2, p. 337]).

First we obtain a general result in set theoty; it may be known to some

mathematicians, but we have not been able to find a statement of it in print.

Lemma 4.4,   Let S be a filter base of type m on X.  Then there exists a

family {S(S)\S e T| of filter bases on X of type m such that |T| =exp(m), each

S(S) is finer than S, and whenever S 4 S', there exist disjoint sets F e j(S)

and F' e S(S').

Proof. Let {F \p e m\ be a one-one indexing of the nonempty finite subsets

of the set m, and for each q e m, define Z = {p e m\q e F \. Let T be the set

of all subsets of m, and for each S e T define

§(S) = [{Zq\q e S\ u {m\Zg\q e m\s\].
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By [GJ, 12E], or by a direct argument, one can show that each g(S) is a filter

base on m with |g(5)| < m, and that if S, S' e T with S 4 S1, then there exist

disjoint sets G e §(S) and G' e g(sO.

By Sierpinski's theorem, there exists a family j of pairwise disjoint subsets

of X such that | iP| = m and | P D F| = m for every P e 9 and Feî. Let

{P |t2 e m} be a one-one indexing of the members of j, and for each S e T define

S(S) ={Fn (\J\P„\n e G\)\F e J and G e g(S)(.

Then it is easily seen that the filter bases j(S), S e T, have the desired proper-

ties.

Theorem 4.5.   Let P be a weakly initially m-compact subspace of ßX which

contains X, and suppose that 3" is a filter base on  X of type m.  Then

|ftX n adpîl >exp(m).

Proof.   By Lemma 4.4, there exist filter bases 3" , c e exp(m), of type m on

X such that each ad^ä"   C ada^S, and whenever c 4 d, ad-^íí^, n ado^íF^ = 0.

It follows from Lemma 3.6 that for each c e exp(m), there exists a filter base

K    on X of type m such that ad,».H   C u.X O ado^J. Thus

\pX n adpîl > ¿Z\iiX n adpye| > Z|adpKc| > exp(m),

where the sums are taken over all c e exp(m).
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